Web Awards Ceremony
17 November 2022
Hotel Van Der Valk, Mechelen, Belgium
Meet the 2022 .eu Web Awards finalists

Since 2014, the .eu Web Awards have hosted an online competition created to recognise websites with a great aesthetic, excellent content and high security standards in six dynamic categories.

We are pleased that the three-month nomination and voting period brought us a record number of 821 fresh, creative and well-structured websites, which received 7785 votes in total!

This .eu Illustrated Web Awards edition will bring you the 18 websites that made it to the finals!

We are looking forward to announcing the winners on 17 November 2022, in Mechelen, Belgium, where the event-filled .eu Day will kick off with the .eu Academy Masterclasses.

Learn more about the .eu day

www.eurid.eu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Domain Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Leaders</td>
<td>kaila.eu, noon.eu, faethon.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rising Stars</td>
<td>mvpmedia.eu, sineva.eu, givemesomemagic.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Laurels</td>
<td>civitas.eu, flamingo-project.eu, spiomet4health.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Better World</td>
<td>smartagrihubs.eu, cityloops.eu, verterasa.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The House of .eu</td>
<td>aboutbulgaria.eu, likaclub.eu, todaytech.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Best of IDNs</td>
<td>φορουμδιακυβερνητησοδιαδικτυου-ελ.ευ, url.eu, дхр.ευ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Leaders
Kaila is a platform developed to boost and foster innovation in any organisation. Powered by more than 69 European open data sources, Kaila facilitates the extraction of valuable information and its subsequent analysis. On our platform, you will find everything you need to finance and accelerate your innovative projects; find out about and analyse innovation trends in specific technological areas; boost your competitive monitoring strategy; or find the perfect partner to solve technological challenges and thereby strengthen your network of collaborators.

Our vision for Kaila is to build a large community of innovators who are seeking to advance their innovation processes in an agile and dynamic way and find in our platform the perfect space for networking in Europe.
noon.eu

NOON is an international collaboration dedicated to making the finest, luxurious health, beauty and lifestyle products without compromising on quality.

We design our products in Hungary and produce them in Sweden, with the aim of making people’s everyday lives better, safer and more magical.
faethon.eu

Since 1992 we have stood out for our consistency, reliability and vast experience in the processing and production of meat and meat products of high quality and excellent taste, gaining the respect, appreciation and trust of our customers.

Extensive experience and know-how are the cornerstones of the production of all our products. We work with absolute respect for the needs of our customers and consumers and are committed to providing high-quality products. To guarantee our upward trajectory, we are constantly setting new challenges and building upon our ability to understand the needs and requirements of our customers while establishing long-lasting ties of mutual trust and respect.
The Rising Stars
mvpmedia.eu

MVP Media is a digital agency with a passion for marketing that provides a full range of services related to brand promotion in the digital world. Founded in 2022, in one of the darkest times in the economic history of Modern Greece, MVP Media was born with a clear mission; to help businesses digitalise their business by (re)building their brand online.

The pandemic has increased the pace of digitalisation and the need for a strong online strategy. We help brands and companies stand out in the digital age. When things get tough, we keep on growing!

We are here to create a Digital Story and share it with the world.
sineva.eu

Sineva is a beautiful spot in the Bulgarian wilderness, kept as authentic as possible to create a pleasurable atmosphere for our guests.

In fact, we are not offering comfort. We would like you to remember Camp Sineva as the place where you slept under the stars, where you bathed in the cold stream, where you hugged each other a lot because it was chilly and you felt an extraordinary warmth inside, kindled by the special emotional experience you had.
Give Me Some Magic offers to organise your stays in Belgium (or neighbouring countries), whether they be unusual or luxurious, with family, friends or lovers. Ninety percent of the people booking through us even want everything to remain a surprise until the day, letting themselves be guided by our “staycation” expert.

After contacting her, Laetitia sends you a form to fill out in order to understand your expectations. You select the type of accommodation you want, the must-have facilities, the location, your budget, whether you want an activity to be organised, the meals to be included etc. Then the organiser proposes several personalised getaways that meet your criteria. All you have to do is select the option that appeals to you the most and pack your bags!
The Laurels
CIVITAS is one of the flagship programmes helping the European Commission achieve its ambitious mobility and transport goals, and in turn those set out in the European Green Deal.

It does this by acting as a network of cities, for cities, dedicated to sustainable urban mobility. Through peer exchange, networking and training, CIVITAS fosters political commitment and boosts collective expertise, equipping cities to put mobility at the centre of decarbonisation.

Since its launch in 2002, the CIVITAS website, managed by ICLEI Europe, has showcased the findings from advanced research and innovation projects in the field of sustainable urban mobility.
flamingo-project.eu

The FLAMINGo project is a H2020 EU-funded project, aimed at developing lightweight aluminium automotive components for electric vehicles. Specifically, the project is aimed at replacing widely used steel in the automotive industry with Aluminium Metal Matrix nanocomposite components through a novel combined metallurgical and forming approach. FLAMINGo is developing the complete supply chain of these components, including ensuring their complete recycling processes using currently available technologies.

Eleven partners across eight European countries are collaborating to develop novel lightweight solutions based on such composites to reduce the weight of electric vehicles and shorten the lead times for the introduction of new electric vehicles on the market, thereby supporting European green energy policies and the circular economy.
spiomet4health.eu

SPIOMET4HEALTH is a project aimed at providing a novel treatment for adolescent girls and young adult women with Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS), the most common endocrine-metabolic disorder among women of reproductive age, affecting 5-10% of women worldwide. Women with PCOS usually have infrequent menstrual periods and excessive levels of male hormones (androgens). Those affected by the syndrome can also suffer from hirsutism, acne and abnormal body fat distribution, which in turn, tend to lead to decreased self-confidence and self-esteem. Consequently, approximately 40% of women with PCOS are known to experience depression or anxiety. In addition, PCOS is often associated with subfertility, which may exacerbate the dissatisfaction or distress resulting from the other symptoms.

The new solution proposed by SPIOMET4HEALTH is being tested in a Phase II clinical trial in various centres including Spain, Austria, Norway, Italy, Denmark and Turkey. The project, which is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, is coordinated by Fundació Sant Joan de Déu/Hospital Sant Joan de Déu (Barcelona) and involves 17 organisations working on PCOS across Europe.
The Better World
smartagrihubs.eu

SmartAgriHubs is an H2020 project developing a European network of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) and a broad ecosystem of agricultural digital innovations. Digital Innovation Hubs are unique organisations that behave like a one-stop-shop for digitalisation. They provide services in business intelligence, marketing, networking and innovation support to small and medium-sized enterprises in their digitisation and digitalisation efforts.

The SmartAgriHubs set out to help with the creation and identification of new DIHs, the capacity-building process and the creation of a sustainable and dynamic ecosystem to speed up digital innovation in the EU. The Innovation Portal has more than 3500 users, 980 organisations and over 350 DIHs. SmartAgriHubs also funded 106 Innovations Experiments in the last four years.
CityLoops is a H2020 project that brings together seven European cities – Apeldoorn, Bodø, Mikkeli, Porto, Seville, Høje-Taastrup and Roskilde – to pilot a series of demonstration actions to close the loop of two of the most important waste streams in Europe: construction and demolition waste and bio-waste. The ultimate aim of the participating cities is to become circular cities in which no resource goes to waste, driving the transition to the circular economy.

The CityLoops website, managed by ICLEI Europe, is the hub where cities and stakeholders can learn more and get inspired by the CityLoops journey. What is a circular city? How can circularity be measured? What is construction and demolition waste? What is bio-waste? What are the demonstration actions being implemented by the CityLoops cities and how can they be replicated? What are the instruments and reports being developed? The CityLoops website is a reference for building circular knowledge among city decision-makers, companies, citizens and other stakeholders.
verterasa.eu

Verterasa offers the opportunity for longevity and better health with organic cellular nutrition. We help people who want to eat healthily by providing organic cellular food that supplies all the beneficial substances of the cell. Our dream is to encourage more and more people to be healthy and eat healthy foods.
The House of .eu
aboutbulgaria.eu

aboutbulgaria.eu is a website highlighting Bulgaria’s beautiful nature and vibrant culture. The website lists a number of Bulgaria’s most beautiful tourist locations, myths and legends, the history of Bulgaria and curious facts, as well as presenting a digital media gallery about the country. AboutBulgaria’s mission is to showcase Bulgaria’s outstanding beauty and for this information to reach greater numbers of people and tourists looking to come to Bulgaria.
Likaclub.eu

The Lika Club news portal is the Lika region’s most read media platform – on average it has more than 100 000 readers per month and over 250 000 page views according to Google Analytics. This is backed up by the Croatian Gemius Audience media chart, which Lika Club Portal entered in 2016 as the only such platform from the region. Those excellent figures are the result of the work of a highly efficient team that delivers timely, accurate and relevant information about a large area including Lika-Senj County and beyond on a daily basis.

In addition to the information service that includes announcements and reports from various events, the key focal points of the portal revolve around the fields of tourism, culture, politics, education and new technologies.

Texts written by editorial staff and associates can be read on the portal in the form of reports, travelogues and interviews, complemented by attractive photo galleries and videos.
TodayTech is a site dedicated to technology news and reviews. Our main focus is on reviews of various products such as smartphones, accessories, peripherals and software applications.

Beyond that, the site features the occasional interview and exclusive reporting from global and local product launches. We also test some popular services and share our thoughts on their functionality and usefulness. The site is based in Bulgaria and is focused on the local market.
The Best of IDNs
Internet Governance Forum Greece is a non-profit initiative aimed at promoting fair internet governance and good digital policies in Greece as a member of the international community.

We aim to strengthen the dialogue between various stakeholder groups in Greece, focusing on exchanging information and sharing good practices relating to the Internet and technologies. By providing a platform for the representation of different viewpoints and the exchange of ideas, policies and concerns, IGF Greece presents a valuable cross-section of opinions and interests, with the aim of creating better, more effective and more inclusive policies.
uřl.eu

Enginebit, the company behind uřl.eu, started as a company where friends shared the same passion for Internet Technology, one as a developer and the other more geared towards Product Development. The goal is to have fun while creating projects, whether it be for ourselves or a customer.

We do so by creating useful websites/tools that are used by the community. Our interests and expertise are widespread, ranging from building websites – whether that be an online portfolio, an ecommerce shop or a beloved blog – to our interest in Web3 and Crypto projects.
DHR Engineering helps labour-intensive companies adapt and scale rapidly by creating lights-out custom automation solutions, so they can save time, maximise profits and minimise expenses.

As people are quitting their unfulfilling and repetitive manual jobs at a higher rate than ever, custom automation offers a clear path to a brighter future for everyone.

We acknowledge automation as something that will eventually be an integral part of everyday life on both a domestic and industrial scale.